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ITALY: BY WALLACE REYBURN REPRESENTING TIE COMBINED CANADIAN PRESS

Straits, Messina

September 3

I know now why the Germans call our artillery "automatic artillery", I have

just spent two hours this morning seated on a hilltop in the midst of our artillery
concentration watching and listening to our guns tread with resounding thump on

the toe of Italy,

British-American heavies and mediums pounded the strip of coast preparatory to

British and Canadian forces going in to open the invasion of Italy.

It is a deathly weird calm after two solid hours of sustained artillery
fire. R pall of smoke/over the beaches below and the air is thick with cordite

fumes.

Then I felt this was the time when one could use the overworked expression
"all hell let loose" with absolute truth. Host of the guns are set along the flat

coastal stretch below. They flashed and crashed • without let-up while the

mountains behind threw back ,their echoes and reflected their vivid bursts of flame.

When the guns immediately below pounded off I could feel the hill shake under

me and my sleeves fluttered incessantly with bursts. Now and again you could catch

the sound of engines of landing craft though I couldn't see then in the darkness.

At one stage I tried to time with my watch how many shells there were per

minute but after twenty seconds I got so dizzy trying to keep up with the bursts

that I abandoned my project. In two hours something like a hundred and fifty
thousand shells fired.

The targets at first were enemy gun positions in mountains.

Then the fire was brought down on to the beaches preparatory to our troops

going ashore, as they got ashore at four thirty the barrage lifted
up five

hundred yards ahead of then. In the early firing one could see only occasional

shell bursts but when the guns './ere firing on the foreshores I could continuously

see explosions and fires.

When I- talked to Major General Simonds just before the Canadians set off to

embark in landing craft he told me this operation was unique in military history.

It was the first tine an assault from the sea had ever been made with support from

artillery operating from the shore. Apart from Bosphorus this was the only place

in the.world it could be done. As Simonds put it, it was really a river crossing

on an enlarged scale.

the

Just short of a mile inland from/beach is a hill which dominates the bay.

Capturing this hill means having control of the beach. Likewise there is a ridge

of high ground a little over/mile behind. Right now the Canadians over there are

fighting it cut and we wait here for early morning haze to clear to get/view of

surroundings which can be seen plainly in daylight with glasses.
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